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By: Vanessa Rogers, Staff Member
Much controversy has steamed from the production and cultivation of hemp in
Kentucky.Proponents support hemp production by turning to Kentucky’s successful past in the
industrial production of hemp. In the 1800s, when the production of hemp was legal, Kentucky
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accounted for half of the industrial hemp production in the United States.[1] Critics advocate
against hemp production because hemp contains THC and could be used as a recreational drug.
[2] The issue of hemp has been introduced on several occasions to the Kentucky Legislature.[3]
Just this year Senate Bill 30 was introduced in Kentucky. The bill proposed to define industrial
hemp and THC in a way so as to exclude industrial hemp production from the definition of
marijuana, thereby making its industrial production legal. In addition, the bill gave the
Department of Agriculture the authority to regulate and oversee hemp production. Such
provisions would have required the Department of Agriculture to license industrial hemp
producers. The Sheriff would have been required to monitor and randomly test industrial hemp
fields. Licensees were to provide the Department of Agriculture with names and addresses of
any grower or buyer of industrial hemp, and copies of any contracts the licensee may have
entered into relating to industrial hemp.[4] Senate Bill 30, like many other similar bills
introduced in the Kentucky Legislature, did not become law. It was introduced to the Senate and
then referred to the Agriculture committee where it died.[5]
The question then becomes, why do bills like Senate Bill 30 die before becoming law? One of
the reasons may be due to federal efforts to reduce the cultivation of marijuana.[6] Hemp and
marijuana physically look similar[7]thereby making it harder for law enforcement to distinguish
between the cultivation of hemp and the cultivation of marijuana. It is not an easy political move
for a representative to open the door to hemp as long as the issue of marijuana exists in society.
[8] In fact, the United States Congress “has displayed much more interest in eradicating anything
that resembles drugs than in drawing lines between legitimate and illegitimate substances.”[9]
Thus it may be a political faux pas to challenge the federal government’s strong belief in this.
For now, any production of hemp is illegal in the state. If another hemp bill is introduced in the
Kentucky Legislature, it is likely that it too will fail like numerous other Kentucky bills.
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